




Your wedding adventure
You've decided you like each other enough, and your individual brands
of weird match enough to try this whole "forever" thing. And thats one
of the wildest and most amazing adventures you're going to go on!

We've got over a decades experience of being married to each other,
and can definitely say its one of the most awesome adventures you can
go on together. 10/10 recommended.





Your experience
We are here to help make your day as awesome as possible!

All our packages are fully customizable as not all weddings fits perfectly
into a package. We have shot a 1 hour to 16 hour weddings, so speak to us
about how we can create something awesome for you. We have no photo
limits and restrictions so that you as a couple can get the most out of your story
experience. This means we give you all your high res images, which for a full
wedding day is anywhere from 400-1000 photos. These are your pictures and
memories. So, no water marks and no hidden costs.

There are no added travel costs or any other hidden expenses.

Depending where your venue is we may need somewhere to crash for a night
or two, but we can chat about that over coffee or a beer.

We think it is super important to have a good sit down chat with us before your
wedding, both to get to know us and to feel more relaxed having us around
on your day. We include a complimentary Zoom date with all of our packages
so we can all get to know each other.

We are two photographers, with two unique visions and styles of
shooting. You get to choose if you want one or both of us with you on
your day. We're both pretty awesome to have around (even if we says so
ourselves) and are great and keeping things chilled and fun on the day.
We are your added wedding party bestie, cheerleader, and helping hand.

What we do is so much more than take pictures, and we take that very
seriously.
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Full Day Cover Options
These are approx. 9-10 hours cover and all travel costs are included in our packages.

Sweet and Simple
You get one of us for the day and all your hi res photos in an

online gallery and a photo slideshow of your wedding to share

with all the people you love.

£1,800 / 2,100€
(want 2 of us? No problem! That will be £2300 / 2,600€ )

All the Fluff and Good Stuff

(2 photographers, highlight video and an
album)
You get two of us for the day, all your hi res photos in an

online gallery, a 3 minute music video style movie, a photo

slideshow of your wedding to share with all the people you

love, and a 60 page A4 Album to make your wedding that

much more memorable.

£3,500 / 4,000€
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Town Hall and London Weddings

Having a Town Hall or Pub wedding in the city and only want a few hours cover?

Oh we got you!

We absolutely LOVE shorter cover weddings so much we've made two packages just for you!
These are perfect if you just want the legal bits covered and maybe a few shots of your special
people and a few couples pics around town.

Both options include one of us, a slideshow to share with all your fave people and a high res
online gallery of all your images.

2 hours cover - £500 4 hours cover - £1000
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Video

Having pictures of your special memories are pretty epic, but adding moving
pictures is an extra kind of magic!

Our approach to video
We've noticed that a lot of wedding videos kinda just look the same, a bit slow
moving, and don't really have much of the couple's personality in them.

When we decided to also offer video, it was super important for us to carry the
way we photograph weddings into how we film them too.

The Full Video
This is our epic full experience that includes 3 videos, a 60 second IG tralier, a
6-8min feature film and a full hour edit that includes the ceremony in full,
speeches and your first dance.

£2,100/ 2,400€

The Music Video
This is our epic 3 minute highlight film that tells the story of your whole day,
with an edge. Weddings are fast paced, happy as hell, and full of awesomeness!
And these music videos are all about this energy.

£850 / 975€



Destination Weddings

All the Fluff and Good Stuff
You get both of us for the full day, 3 hours the night before the big day

for pre-drinks or a pre-shoot, and 3 hours the day after for hangover

brunch/hanging out etc. All your hi res photos in an online gallery, a

3minutemusic video, a photo slideshow of yourwedding to sharewith

all the people you love, and a 60 pageA4Album to make your wedding

that much more memorable.

£4,500 / 5,000€

We spent 3 years of our business solely shooting destination weddings and have shot on 5 continents, on beaches, jungles, sand
dunes and cities all over the world. We knowwhat works and have made packages tailored with this in mind. All packages include
all travel, to help keep things simple for you.

Sweet and Simple
You get both of us for the full day and all your hi res photos in an online

gallery and a photo slideshow of your wedding to share with all the

people you love.

£2,750 / 3,150€
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Engagement & portrait sessions
These sessions are a great chance to get the feel for having your love documented and to get to know us a little bit too.

This is a great add-on to your wedding story, but can also just be taken as an adventure on its own if you are already married, or just want some
beautiful pictures of you two as a couple. These sessions are perfect chance to let us document you in a place you love, doing something you love, or
just being in love. This could be hanging out at your favourite coffee shop, going for a trail run, chilling at home. Anything. It's your story. At the same
time, if you don't have any set idea or plan, we are more than happy to come up with a beautiful and special location to make you some incredible
pictures.

£350 / 400€ (or add it to yourwedding coverage for only £250 / 300€)
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Albums
A tangible reminder of your love can add something wonderful to
your memories. Our fine art album options are printed on archival
quality paper with lay flat binding.

1 x A4 60 page Layflat leatherette with foil embossing

£550 /650€
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What’s next?
Like our approach? Think our special brand of storytelling will work
for your wedding? (That’s awesome!) Here’s what you need to do…

Let us know what coverage you want. We will need a booking
confirmation fee and a signed contract.

Once this is done, we are all yours! We are here to discuss any
wedding questions you have, or advice you may need, or even just
to chat about the next adventure you have planned. We can’t wait
to share this exciting time with you and all the people that are
important to you!
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About us

We are Andy and Szerdi, Hackney based London wedding photographers, adventurers &
story-tellers. We love the shit out of weddings and getting the chance to share these amazing
adventures with people. Letting people in to share something as intimate and personal as a
marriage is a really big deal and it makes us really stoked that people trust us enough to make
their memories.

We met at a music festival, bonded over our shared love of creepy art and weird philosophy
and after a few years of world adventuring, we now find ourselves 10 years deep into this
whole marriage thing. Honestly? We couldn’t think of a better outcome for losing all your
friends mid music festival.

We love how no two weddings are the same and, through really getting to know our couples,
we try to ensure that the way we document them is a true reflection of who they are – which
for us is hands down the most important part of what we do. We are documentary story-
tellers with a Fine Art twist and we love to find the balance between catching all the
beautifully emotive, unposed, and fleeting moments of your day, while at the same time
creating some beautiful timeless art with a more considered side. We freaking love love!


